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An Ironworker in the leather industry

R

It is a great pleasure for me to share with you
the story of my journey until today to now
work in leather industry for Ironworkers
needs

In the same time, the company was founded and
my Wife Noela found the perfect fitting name in
association : Cuir à Fer Inc Yes " a Great Hit " ! I
would say

Over the years, I alterned working as
an Ironworker and leather craftsman,
Making horse Harnesses, Garments
leather, Leashes and dog Collars With
a great experience in these two fields
of activities I was in a perfect position
to improve Ironworker gears, especially
Belts.

Thereafter, Noela also designed the final but
essential missing element by realizing a meaningful Logo that represents the true values of
Ironworkers A " real Home Run" ! No doubt Great
Teamwork !

By adding a great deal of Creativity, and
being very self-motivated by the essential
need to lighten belts in their entirety
and to obtain a better layout of utility space ...We
finally got very good results.
From there came the creation of the patented
principle specific to Ironworker Belt, and then,adding in an progressive way, ergonomic and
functionnal tool holders. Through users appreciation, the final product is unanimously considered
to be a winning combination by Ironworkers
Now we can offer products to meet real expectations, on a daily basis.

In the same direction, the valuable support of
Local 711 and the several Brother - Ironworkers
who solidarily, both locally and globally, has been
invaluable and has contributed greatly to the
succes of our business
A huge Thanks to all of you, and so, our wonderful
story continues!
On our part, my Wife and I,are very pleased to
offer a parallel and necessary service to meet the
growing needs of Ironworkers in the steel Industry. We look forward to serving you
Thank you for your time and have a great day!
Noëla Therrien, Manager
Paul-Émile Fortin, Production
Cuir à Fer inc.
7765 Wilfrid-Hamel, Québec
(Québec) G2G 1C4
Phone : 418-871-1411
Website : www.cuirafer.com
Email : pe@cuirafer.com
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